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Kim’s Document Assembly redefines document creation 

Create complex documents in minutes 

Atlanta, August 21, 2023: Kim (www.kimdocument.com), the no-code, SaaS, patent-protected 

document generation, assembly, and workflow automation platform, today announced the latest 

enhancement to Kim Document by adding no-code document assembly functionality. This addition, 

brought into the product from Kim’s Enterprise solution, empowers users to effortlessly create 

complex documents using common, centrally held, and reusable content from the content and 

clause libraries managed within Kim Document. 

With document assembly, users can harness simple logic rules defined in Kim's intuitive no-code 

authoring tool. This feature empowers users to define rules with ease using familiar logic operations, 

including "less than", "greater than", “equals”, "contains", and more. 

Once a rule is met, Kim's dynamic system executes a configured action that can replace, delete, 

insert, append, or pre-append content from the extensive content and clause Libraries. This seamless 

integration ensures that users can access frequently used content quickly, enhancing consistency and 

efficiency across all documents. 

The content & clause libraries house frequently used and reusable content, ensuring consistency and 

accuracy across all assembled documents. Moreover, content and clauses can include tagged 

elements, making it possible to customize content based on answers from a form-based 

questionnaire. 

"We are delighted to introduce document assembly to customers of Kim Document," said Karl 

Chapman, CEO of Kim. "This game-changing feature, which has been in our enterprise solution since 

2016, exemplifies our commitment to commoditizing document creation by providing users with 

low-cost, globally proven tools that simplify their workflows and increase productivity." 

Document assembly enhances how businesses and individuals create documents, making it easier 

and more efficient than ever before. Whether assembling contracts, agreements, or any other 

document, Kim's new feature sets a new standard for simplicity, speed, and accuracy. 

For further information, please contact Becky Roberts: rebecca.roberts@kimtechnologies.com  

About Kim  

Kim is a no-code, SaaS, patent-protected document generation, assembly and workflow automation 

tool. Kim’s Enterprise solution is proven with Fortune 500 organizations in legal, compliance, contract 

management, company secretarial, office productivity and other functions.     

Kim’s Business tier allows any function or role in small, medium or large organizations to take their 

existing Word documents and automate them plus turn them into web applications that can be 

shared internally and/or externally.  It automates letters, forms, records, checklists and contracts in 

minutes, with no training, integrates seamlessly with MS Teams, and is accessible from any browser.   

Kim has two patents. When a DOCX template is uploaded into the Kim software it gains additional 

knowledge by learning the structural composition of each template and it can interface with any 

authenticated and authorized client over HTTPS with an intelligent understanding of the correctness 
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of the data being supplied. This enables the automatic extraction of tags from the multiple sample 

documents, the storing of the tags in a data schema separate from the documents, automatically 

generating structural schemes from the tags, automatically creating document templates from the 

sample documents and processing the document templates to create unique identifiers (see ‘Patent 

Headlines’ section and the Kim patent: https://patents.justia.com/patent/10817662. 

For more information visit www.kimdocument.com. 
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